EXCURSIONS 2022

DUBROVNIK ROAD TRAIN
CITY TOUR

D

iscover different Dubrovnik in one day with unique landscapes, old city
architecture, multimedia historical show and refreshments in the beach
bar. Set off on an unusual means of transport – a road train.
Lapad peninsula: Walk down Lapad promenade and enjoy refreshment at beautiful
main beach overlooking the bay and Elaphite Islands, or refresh yourself after
visiting Lazzaretos. Dubrovnik Old Town: Walk the cobblestone streets of Old
Town and visit the Lazzareto, learning about Lindo, a folklore ensemble world
known and part of Dubrovnik image for almost 60 years.
						Day of tour			Price 				
GDMC				 Every day (eng)		 290 kn (€ 38)
												190 kn (€ 25) - price for children

INCLUDED: Exclusive Road Train ride, licensed guide, Sunset Beach Club refreshment (or

refreshment in Lazzaretos, depending on your point of departure), Lazzaretos entrance fee
(Folklore Ensemble Linđo), insurance, VAT. Refreshment: soft drink.
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A BLAST FROM THE GREEN
AND BLUE FAIRY TALE

F

irst be “teleported” to the past, then taken on the carriage ride to the other
end of Croatia, continental Slavonia and Baranja.

An amazing fairy-tale tour gives you an insight into the past and present life on
the Mediterranean and the continent. Horse driven carriage and ECO tour: Ride
the horse driven carriage and enjoy eco experience.

						Day of tour				Price 				
GDMC				

Every day (eng)			

820 kn (€ 109)

INCLUDED: Minibus transfer, licensed guide, Bio Konavle Farm visit&snack, exclusive carriage

ride, insurance, VAT.
Snack (river Ljuta bank): homemade bread (baked under the iron bell) and bacon baking spit
(barbecue)
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UNIQUE WINE EXPERIENCE
WITH EXPERT SOMMELIER
Delve into an interactive market and tasting of Croatian wines as you experience
Dubrovnik lifestyle in a unique way.
This 2-hour gourmet experience takes you through the fresh scents of Dubrovnik
Green Market. Enjoy a snack and a wine workshop led by the brilliant Ksenija
Matić, sommelier and business owner of Event Lab, the first lady with CMS
Certified Sommelier title in Croatia.
						Day of tour					Price 				
GDMC				

upon agreement (eng)		

820 kn (€ 109)

INCLUDED: Minibus transfer, licensed guide, CMS certificated Sommelier workshop, wine

tasting & snack, insurance.
Snack: nuts, dried fruits and vegan cheese, beetroot and chickpea spread with sunflower and
pumpkin seed crackers, smoked beets and fake cheese sauce, raw vegetables and raw fruits, crostini
with pea spread and zucchini. Wine tasting: 6 different top-class types of Croatian wines.
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MOSTAR & KRAVICE WATERFALLS
full day tour (up to 10 hours)

I

f you want to avoid all the fuss which comes with trip
organization and have a stress-free visit, our group
Mostar tour from Dubrovnik provides exactly that.
Your coach will pick you up at (or as nearest possible
to) your accommodation, and then we’ll head out
past the seaside villages of the Dubrovnik Riviera and
into the Bosnian countryside, towards the Kravice
waterfalls and then to medieval town of Mostar. You’ll
have enough free time in Mostar to explore the city.
We will finish our group Mostar tour from Dubrovnik
dropping you off at your accommodation.

Kravice waterfalls are about 25 meters high and
divided into 20 falls. It is a protected nature reserve,
settled on Trebižat river in the Herzegovinian region
of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The waterfalls cascade off
a particularly large tuff limestone deposit and onto
the lake below. Chaste trees, poplars and figs form
the surroundings. The water is particularly cool even
during hot summer days. But, if you want you can have
a swim in the lakes, so is recommended to bring your
beachwear.

						Day of tour			Price 						Pick up		Not included
LT						Daily (eng)			420 kn (€ 56) *			7:15-7:40		Ticket for Kravice, lunch
SL						Daily (eng)			480 kn (€ 64) **			8:00			Ticket for Kravice, lunch
AEX		 			Daily (eng)			390 kn (€ 52)				flexible		Ticket for Kravice, lunch
* small groups up to 8 pax / ** smaller groups
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MOSTAR FULL DAY TOUR
(9 hours)

L

ike a window to the Orient inside of the Old Continent, the city of Mostar
will blow your mind with its unworldly beautiful setting.

As you step inside the city, you’ll immediately sense the influence of centurieslong Turkish rule. From tall, slim minarets reaching for the sky, cobbled bazaar
street, rustic houses, the iconic Old Bridge with two towers soaring above the
emerald green Neretva River, this charming city lives and breathes history. This
truly is a place where East meets West.

					Day of tour					Price 				Pick up			Not included
SL					Daily (eng)					460 kn (€ 61)			8:00			Entrance in Turkish house
EL					

Tue (E, N)Thur (E, F) 		

410 kn (€ 55)			

7:35			

Lunch, entrances to museum

MW private		

Daily (eng)					

2.690 kn (€ 359)		

flexible		

Lunch, entrances to museums

													3.100 kn (€ 413)*
* from 4 to 7 pax
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flexible		Lunch, entrances to museums

MEĐUGORJE PRIVATE TOUR
(10 hours)

I

f you want to satisfy your spiritual and religious needs, Medjugorje in Bosnia
and Herzegovina is a must. Looking for a haven of peace where you can profess
faith and pray. People from all over the world visit the shrine in Medjugorje.
Medjugorje is a place where you can find soothing to the heart and soul and to
replenish the spirit. Visit Medjugorje and its three spiritual aspect – church, the
place of the apparitions of the Blessed Virgin Mary and the Cross Mountain.

					Day of tour			Price 						Pick up			Not included
SL					Daily (Eng)			540 kn (€ 72)				07:00-08:00			Lunch
MW private		Daily (Eng)			2.480 kn (€ 330) *		flexible				Lunch
											2.890 kn (€ 385) **		flexible				Lunch
* from 1 to 3 pax / ** from 4 to 7 pax
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MONTENEGRO with Perast & Kotor
(up to 10 hours)

E

mbark on a journey to a tiny country of Montenegro
– a country of great natural beauty and immense
cultural heritage. Admire the scenery of the only
Montenegrin fjord – a Nordic look alike. The grandiose
mountains enveloping the fjord with miniature islands
dotted along the crystalline waters will simply take your
breath away. The itinerary includes Kotor orientation
city tour and visit to fishing village of Perast from where
you will enjoy scenic sail to miniature island Our Lady of
The Rocks, surrounded by azure seas and forestcovered

mountains. The main attraction of island is the church
of the same name, built in XVII century. The church is
famous for the 68 frescos painted by the best master of
the Baroque fresco painting of that time - Tripo Kokolja.
During the visit to the Old Kotor explore the famous St.
Tryphon Cathedral and the Maritime Museum of Kotor,
which preserve the valuable exhibits of old traditions.
End of Montenegro experience is with a drive towards a
small naval town of Lepetane, after which we will return
to Dubrovnik.

					Day of tour			Price 					Pick up		Not included
EL					Tue (eng)/ Thur		400 kn (€ 54)			08:30			Lunch
SL					

Daily (eng)			

420 kn (€ 56)			

08:00			

Lunch, ticket for Our lady of the rocks

MW private		

Daily (eng)			

2.680 kn (€ 358)*

flexible		

Lunch, ticket for Our lady of the rocks

3.135 kn (€ 418) ** flexible		

Lunch, ticket for Our lady of the rocks

											
* 1 to 3 pax / ** 4 to 7 pax
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MONTENEGRO BY THE BOAT
cruise

T

he colorful Montenegro has it all: lovely coastal towns, dramatic landscapes,
attractive beaches and delicious cuisine.

You will get to see one of the most beautiful parts of the country - the UNESCOprotected Kotor Bay, often described as Montenegro’s answer to the famous
Norwegian fjords.

			Day of tour			Price 					Included
AEX		 Mon, Fri (Eng) *		

650 kn (€ 87)			

light snacks (prosciutto, cheese, salad), welcome drink,

															wine and soft drinks
SL			

Daily (Eng)			

590 kn (€ 78)		

															
* start from Igalo
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ELAPHITE ISLANDS
by Karaka (8 hours)

E

xplore white-stoned picturesque towns of the
Elaphite islands, surrounded by lush green pine
trees and the clear blue Adriatic sea. Surrender to the
abundance of local cuisine; a real pleasure for all the
senses. We sail to the island of Koločep–a picturesque
fishing village in the bay.
Next stop is town Suđurad on the island of Šipan,
where the Skočibuha family mansion (dating from

the 16th century) is situated. Our last stop is the
island of Lopud with its long maritime tradition and
a home to many famous captains and sailors. Enjoy
walking along the Lopud bay to the Franciscan
Monastery and Gjorgic-Mayneri park from the 19th
century. The rest of time, one can spend sunbathing
and swimming on one of the sandy beaches.

			Day of tour				Price 				Pick up			Included
KAR		

04.04.-31.05. 				

516 kn (€ 69)		

08:00-08:30		

Transfer, Lunch (grilled meat, or fish or

			Mon, Wed, Fri													vege), one drink per person & Snorkeling
			01.06.-15.09.
			Mon-Fri			
			16.09.-28.10.
			Mon, Wed, Fri
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ELAPHITE ISLANDS
full day tour (8 hours)

D

iscover three islands, known as the Elaphite Islands, on this full-day cruise
from Dubrovnik.

Sail to Kalamota, the southernmost inhabited island in Croatia, the historical
Šipan Island, dotted with numerous old churches and noblemen’s villas, and carfree, lush island of Lopud known for incredible sandy beach Šunj.
Enjoy in traditional grilled fish, salad and local wine for lunch on a boat.

			Day of tour			Price 				Pick up			Included
SL			Daily					390 kn (€ 52) 08:00-09:00		Lunch on board, unlimited wine,
																			and soft drinks
EL			

Tue (E, N, F)			

			

Thur (E, N, F)

350 kn (€ 46)

09:20 *			

Guide, lunch, wine

* meeting point port Gruž at 09:20 at the morning, opposite the green market
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BLUE CAVE TOUR
half day

H

alf day cruise is ideal for busy travellers who wants to see all the highlights
of Elaphite islands in 4 hours.

The tour includes snorkelling at the Blue cave and green caves on the island of
Koločep, sandy beach Šunj on Lopud island, and the caves on the island of Lokrum.
INCLUDED:

snorkeling gear, beer, wine, soft drinks, toilet, shower.

				Time of tour					Price 						
MAR 		

morning • 10:00-14:00			

• 530 kn (€ 70) adults

				

afternoon • 15:00-19:00			

• 430 kn (€ 57) kids 4-12

													• infants 0-3 FOC
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SUNSET & DINNER CRUISE
by Karaka (2 hours)

W

hen the sunset begins, we invite you to join us on a short trip around
Dubrovnik and Lokrum Island. Relax while sailing under a star-lit Sky as
the sun sets and the moon reflects on the Adriatic.
2-hour cruise on board comfortable Karaka, welcome drink - glass of sparkling
wine, dinner (Dalmatian cuisine), one drink per person. The most romantic
night at sunset in Dubrovnik listening to ambiental music. Explore the city walls
from the sea.

			Day of tour			Price 				Pick up			Included
Old Town			 • Welcome drink-Glass of sparkling wine
Port at 19:30
			Mon, Wed, Fri												• Dinner (Dalmatian cuisine)
KAR		

04.04.-31.10. 			

480 kn (€ 64)		

			01.06.-15.09.													• One drink per person
			Mon-Fri
			16.09.-28.10.
			Mon, Wed, Fri		
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MLJET NATIONAL PARK
full day tour (8 hours)

T

he greenest Croatian island, the only national park in Dubrovnik region
and definetly the best way to run away from the city crowd in Dubrovnik is
to join us on this tour.
The highlight and most unusual feature of Mljet National Park are the two inland
salt water lakes; Malo Jezero and Veliko Jezero-connected to the sea by a narrow
canal. You can stroll along the lakes on paths shaded by pine trees, bicycle through
the park, rent a kayak to paddle the lakes or simply swim the clear, blue water. In
the middle of Veliko Jezero is the tiny islet of St. Mary which contains a former
Benedictine monastery dating from the 12th century.

			Day of tour		Price 					Pick up		Included
SL			Daily				700 kn (€ 93)			From 7:00 hotel pick up/drop off, transportation,
														to 08:30		the entrance to the national park, guide
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PELJEŠAC & KORČULA
full day tour (up to 9 hours)

O

ur journey starts with a scenic drive along the
coast to Pelješac peninsula with a short break in
Ston. Ston is famous for its saltworks and the secondlongest city walls in the world (after the Chinese walls).
We will continue from Ston towards Orebić, from
where we will sail to Korčula. Lushed with dark pine
forest this magnificent island was called Korkyra
Melaina (‘Black Korčula’) by ancient Greek settlers.

It’s main settlement, of the same name as an island,
is a stunning medieval walled town famous as the
birthplace of explorer Marco Polo.
This beautiful town is often described as a mini
Dubrovnik. Enjoy free time for exploration of this
magnificent place. On our way back to Dubrovnik we
will stop at Pelješac peninsula where you will enjoy
wine tasting from various local wineries.

					Day of tour			Price 					Pick up		Included
EL					Mon (eng)/Fri		400 kn (€ 54)			08:20			Guide, wine tasting, boat
AEX				Wed (eng)			430 kn (€ 58)			
SL					Daily (eng)			420 kn (€ 56)			08:00			Guide, winetasting, boat
MW private		

Daily (eng)			

2.475 kn (€ 330)		

flexible		

Driver, winetasting,boat

											

3.230 kn (€ 430)		

flexible		

Driver, winetasting,boat

* 1 to 3 pax / ** 4 to 7 pax
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FOOD & WINE LOVERS
DAILY tour

T

he tour begins with visiting Arboretum Trsteno
which is the oldest arboretum in this part of the
world. It will delight you with its exotic vegetation
and plants. After short visit, this gastronomy tour
will take you to the peninsula of Pelješac and small
medieval town of Ston famous for oyster and mussel
farms.

of the region and learn about its production. At the
end of tour we will go to private viewpoint where you
will have bottle of local wine included in price of tour.
Comfortable ride is guaranteed. English speaking
driver is at your disposal up to 8 hours.

Visit family-run wineries, meet the winemakers, and
for the perfect ending - taste some of the best wines

* Tickets for Arboretum and lunch are not included.
** Maximum capacity 4 adults+ 2 children.

		Price 			
ZU		

2.475 kn (€ 330) for 2 persons • every extra person 173 kn (€ 23)
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THE BEST OF DUBROVNIK
ECO TOUR (3 hours)

O

ur experienced crew will pick you up in our
fabulous electric tuk tuk vehicle and our first
stop will be the portside market in Gruz harbour
where the farmers sell locally produced flowers, fruits
and pastries to your absolute delight.
Onward we continue across Dubrovnik’s bridge for
a wonderful view of the harbour and nearby islands.
Then, up the Srdj mountain we go where the stunning

view of the Old Town of Dubrovnik and crystal clear
sea will take your breath away.
We then travel back down to the Old City where
we park our tuk tuk and take you on stroll through
the narrow streets and along the ramparts of this
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
* visit to the market is possible only in morning hours

			Day of tour			Price 					Included
TUK		 Daily					340 kn (€ 45)			
				
Private Tour 					
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Driver / Licenced city guide

1350 kn (€ 180) • max: 4 adults + 2 children

DUBROVNIK IN THE PALM OF
YOUR HANDS ECO TOUR (2 hours)

G

et picked up in our fabulous electric tuk tuk as we
start at the portside market in Gruz harbour. See
how the local villagers and fisherman work and live.
Try the local products and indulge in great tastes of
Croatia. We will continue our tour across Dubrovnik’s
bridge from where you can enjoy the view of the
harbour and many beautiful nearby islands.

in the palm of your hands and be amazed by the
breathtaking views of the Old City of Dubrovnik, the
crystal clear Adriatic Sea and the numerous islands.
Experience local Dubrovnik with guides born and
raised in Dubrovnik.
* visit to the market is possible only in morning hours

We save best for last – Srdj Mountain. Hold Dubrovnik

			Day of tour			Price 				Included
TUK		 Daily					225 kn (€ 30)		
				
Private Tour 					
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Driver / Licenced city guide

900 kn (€ 120) • max: 4 adults + 2 children

WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN
ECO TOUR (2 hours)

F

ind out why Dubrovnik is one the most romantic places on earth by joining
us on this spectacular tuk tuk sunset tour. Watch the glorious sunset as the
night descends on our thousand year old city walls. If romance is on your agenda,
take a tour that will be remembered a lifetime.

			Day of tour			Price 				Included
TUK		 Daily					265 kn (€ 35)		
				
Private Tour 					
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Driver / Licenced city guide

900 kn (€ 120) • max: 4 adults + 2 children

ČILIPI FOLKLORE MORNING
(3 hours)

L

et us greet you with a traditional “warm” welcome (grape brandy and figs) as
you step into the village of Čilipi (Konavle valley). Sunday market adorned
with silk embroidery, handicrafts, and souvenirs, church bells calling for the mass,
locals dressed in their Sunday best slowly heading to the church… just part of the
scene full of village rituals and serenity.
A joyful celebration of life takes place in the church square after the mass. Dressed
in dark skirts/trousers with crispy white starched shirts, red belts embroidered in
gold silk, bright red leather shoes and matching red caps, locals perform songs
and dances form the village and the region. A chance to browse the market for
some authentic local souvenirs and enjoy rhythms of Dalmatian music.

			Day of tour		Price 				Pick up		Included
EL			 Sun (E,N,F)		 260 kn (€ 35)		 8:30			 Transportation, guide, welcome drink, 		
																	entrance fees
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GAME OF THRONES cruise & walking tour
by Karaka (2 hours)

S

ail the same ship used in filming Game of Thrones,
explore the streets of King’s Landing and sit in the
Iron Throne on this unique tour. Our experienced
local guide will reveal interesting facts about the series,
town, stories of the noble families of Westeros and
introduce you to the legendary King’s Landing.

Walk through the Old Town accompanied by our tour
guide, discover locations where the series was filmed
and interesting details about the characters and events
from behind the scenes. 2-hour tour that will make
you feel like a Lannister while exploring hidden alleys
in the capital of the Seven Kingdoms.

			Day of tour			Price 				Pick up		
KAR		

Mon, Wed, Fri 		

292 kn (€ 39)		

Different meeting hours depend on the duration of day. 		

																Check every time.
		
INCLUDED: Experienced tour guide, Walking tour of the Old Town, Taking photos on the Iron Throne 		
						 Game of Thrones – Dragon blood cocktail (nonalcoholic cocktail for kids)
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GAME OF THRONES WALKING TOUR
with Tickets for City Walls and Lovrijenac fort (3 hours)

I

n its real-life, the Game of Thrones King’s Landing is known as Dubrovnik
Old Town. Its stone streets, medieval towers and busy squares were the set for
several seasons of the HBO’s mega popular TV show.
As you wander around with a die-hard-fan of a guide, spot famous locations in
their everyday attire, such as the Walk of Shame stairs, the Littlefinger’s brothel,
Red Keep at fort of St. Lawrence, the tower of the Undying among the City Walls.
The GOT producers dubbed Dubrovnik as “completely out of a George Martin
novel” and this walking tour of Dubrovnik will vividly illustrate what made them
think so.

			Day of tour		Price 				Pick up		Included
EL			

Daily (Eng)		

530 kn (€ 71)		

* at Pile square, guide in a blue t-shirt
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10:15 *

Entrances for Lovrijenac & City walls

DUBROVNIK OLD TOWN
walking tour (2 hours)

D

ubrovnik, a striking medieval walled city, offers abundance of historical
riches as well as some incredible photo locations. Take a walk along its
cobbled streets accompanied by a professional guide while discovering treasures
of Dubrovnik’s past and present.
Feel the remnants of the city’s incredibly rich history, as you uncover its breathtaking attractions. This tour will leave you mesmerised with architectural treasures,
artistic intensity and cultural opulence – a day that will most certainly become
one of your favourite holiday experiences ever.

					Day of tour		Price 					Pick up			Not included
EL					Daily				

130 kn (€ 18)			

10:15; 16:00		

Tickets, city walls sightseeing

Private guide		Daily				On request			On request			
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DUBROVNIK REPUBLIC WALKING
TOUR & CRUISE by Karaka

D

ubrovnik history is inextricably linked with maritime history, and there’s
no better way to get a feel for it than to take a summer cruise by Karaka
ship-16th century replica.

					Day of tour			Price 				Pick up			Included
Panoramic cruise by Karaka
ship, Tasting of traditional
					16.09.-15.10.
sweets. Experienced tour
					Mon,Wed																							
guide, Walking tour of the Old
						01.06.-15.09.			292 kn (€ 39)
Town.
					Tue, Thur
KAR				14.04.-31.05. & 		

390 kn (€ 53)		

Port Gruž *

* Different meeting hours depend on the
duration of day. Check every time.
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Adventure
Activities

LOKRUM ISLAND and Dubrovnik
kayak tour (3 hours)

L

okrum Island lies just off the coast of Dubrovnik, around 15 minutes boat
ride. Embrace the sea adventure and book our Dubrovnik kayak tour, paddle
out to Lokrum while admiring the view of the city walls from a completely
different perspective.
Explore the beaches and caves along the coast and stop to swim and snorkel in
the mesmerizing blue and turquoise sea.

			Day of tour				Price 				Meeting point			Not included
LT			

Daily 10:00& 16:00		

300 kn (€ 40)		

Banje beach				

Pick-up and drop-off

NK			Daily 10:00&17:00		375 kn (€ 50)		Ploče gate					Pick-up and drop-off
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NOTA ELITE
half day tour (4.5 hours)

L

okrum Island lies just off the coast of Dubrovnik, around 15 minutes boat
ride. Embrace the sea adventure and book our Dubrovnik kayak tour, paddle
out to Lokrum while admiring the view of the city walls from a completely
different perspective.
Explore the beaches and caves along the coast and stop to swim and snorkel in
the mesmerizing blue and turquoise sea.

			Day of tour		Price 					Pick up			Included
NK			 Daily 10:30		 1.350 kn (€ 180)		 Ploče gate*		 Lunch, all equipment, including
																			waterproof bags for personal 		
																			belongings, insurance
* 10 mins prior departure time
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JET SKI RENT

E

njoy the sea-rides through Dubrovnik’s archipelago with the modern jet-ski.
Take a ride that guarantees adrenalin rush and great time! You’ll experience
natural beauties of Dubrovnik as well as nearby places in a completely different
way. Visit hidden beaches and admire Walls of Dubrovnik from the sea.
Reserve desired date and time, and driver will take you from the hotel straight
to your adventure.

		Availability		Price 								Pick up			Included
Transfer to Hotel Palace,
Hotel										
safety equipment,
		 					60 mins • 1.100 kn (€ 146) 		
waterproof phone case
JS		
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Daily 				

30 mins • 650 kn (€ 86)			

HORSE BACK RIDING
in Konavle valley

T

he horseback riding tour enables you to truly
become one with nature; there are only the rider
and the horse- a rest for the soul and the body. After
the pick-up in front of the hotel where the guests are
situated, they arrive at Kojan Koral. A guide is present
during the entire tour.
After the guests and the guide get acquainted, the
guide provides the guests with their safety gear and
introduces them to their horses and presents the
fundamentals of horseback riding. The tour is safe
also for beginners and people who are riding for the

first time, because the trail is not demanding, and the
pace is slow in order to enable absolute peace of mind.
The riding tour itself takes two hours during which
the guests ride through unexplored forest paths, along
the Konavle rocks coastline, entering the preserved
archaeological residues of the village Popovići while
experiencing the beauty of Konavle.
Upon their arrival, they are welcomed with a snack
(prosciutto and cheese sandwiches) and drinks (local
red and white wine, water) in a romantic environment.

		Day of tour		Price 					Pick up		Included
KK		 Daily 10:30		 800 kn (€ 106)		 Hotel 		 Safety helmets, snack (prosciuto and cheese sandwich),
																	drinks (local wine and water) and pick up/drop off
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ATV QUAD SAFARI
in Konavle valley

T

he adrenaline tour ATV quad-safari begins with
a ride to the Konavle valley from Dubrovnik.
The safari instructor introduces the Can Am (Brp)
quads to the guests- they are world renowned best
off-road four-wheelers.

the picturesque village Čilipi, where we make
our first stop, and the guests can visit the Konavle
Country House and the church. The drive continues
through the Konavle rocks geomorphological and
hydrographic reserve.

Throughout the entire adventure there are four
completely different terrains. The tour begins in
Konavle field and continues over the river Ljuta with
an adrenaline rush, after which it passes through the
wetlands and the plains of the Konavle field entering

On the way back the guests are welcomed with snacks
(local wine- red and white, seasonal fruit). Our driver
brings them back to the hotel. Daily basis number of
people is 7, but there is possibility of tours for groups
up to 14.

			Day of tour		Price 						Pick up		Included
KK			 Daily (E)			 700 kn (€ 106) PP;		
								Shared (2 persons
								on vehicle) 600 kn
								PP (€ 80)
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Hotel

Safety helmets, snack
(prosciuto and cheese
sandwich), drinks (local wine
and water) and pick up/drop
off

BUGGY SAFARI
in Konavle valley

F

rom the moment of pick up, you will enjoy the
panoramic view of Dubrovnik. Upon arrival to
Kojan Koral you will get safety gear (helmets and
goggles and in case of bad weather rain jackets and
rain pants). We will pass over river several times and
go through swamp where you will see herds of sheeps
and cows.
On the half way, we will stop in a place called Čilipi
and have a brake where guests can go to Country
House or a church or even a bar. Our trip continues

over green hills climbing the highest tops of Konavle
rocky coastline with an amazing look on Adriatic sea
on one side and Konavle fields and mountains on the
other.
Upon arrival to Kojan Koral, guests are treated with
seasonal fruits and drinks. This is perfect fun for
whole family because it is suitable for children, you
can take your friends or loved ones and share the joy
of offroad fun, you can be driver, or you can be driven.

			Day of tour		Price 						Pick up			Included
KK			 Daily (E)			 600 kn (€ 80) PP;		
								Shared (4 persons
								on vehicle) 2400 kn
								(€ 320)
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Hotel

Safety helmets, snack
(prosciuto and cheese
sandwich), drinks (local wine
and water), and pick up/drop
off
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